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Abstract
Over 4.5 million people have died as a result of SARS-CoV-2 worldwide since its first outbreak. To know the origin of SARS-
CoV-2 is critical for finding solutions to end the pandemic. After the outbreak, the genomes of ~20 SARS-COV2-like viruses
including RacCS203 have been reported to support the natural origin of SARS-COV-2. However, twitter scholar @Daoyu15 has
pointed out that the 5’ untranslated region (UTR) of RacCS203 (91.5% sequence identity) likely adopts an abnormal secondary
structure, leading to loss of function for a live virus. To examine this issue, in this study we observed the secondary structure
of the 5’ UTR for this set of genomes with reference to a set of bat SARS-COV-2-like genomes (~50) collected before the
outbreak. Using RNA secondary structure prediction software, the set of pre-pandemic genomes supported a functional 5’
UTR (six parts) which provides instructions for successful viral infection. Emphasis is placed at SL2 which is vital for forming
the replication complex and SL3 which contains the leader transcriptional regulatory sequence (TRS-L) that is needed for
synthesis of sub-genomic RNA (Miao, Tidu et al. 2021). Without a functional TRS-L, necessary proteins (S,E,M,N…etc) are not
translated hence creating a non-living virus (Nomburg, Meyerson et al. 2020). In contrast, within the post-pandemic set, five
5’ UTR secondary RNA structures (RacCS2xx genomes) showed an overlap between SL1, SL2, and SL3 in a singular hairpin
structure. This hairpin structure does not allow for a living virus to exist due to a non-accessible 5’ UTR. A deeper examination
into viral genome functionality must be taken into account since these post-pandemic genomes were used to support a
natural origin. These results indicate that fabrication might have taken place in releasing these genome sequences hence
making them unusable in proving SARS-CoV-2’s origin.
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Results

This particular 
software was 
chosen due to its 
ability to form 
consistent results
with multiple 
high quality 
image outputs 
available. Other 
softwares were 
used to check 
structures for 
precision and for 
any structural 
bias due to 
software choice.MATLAB 

simulations serve 
as an alternate 
method to 
produce the same 
results and 
drawings to 
ensure accuracy. 
This redundancy 
provided more 
evidence for 
portraying the 
structural
abnormality 
present in certain 
strains. 

Overall, RacCs2xx strains presented their secondary structure with a hairpin containing regions 
SL1, SL2, SL3. These strains were used to prove a natural lab origin, but in reality they are non-
viable. This disputes the natural origin theory leading to the possibility of a lab origin. In a follow 
up study, a larger dataset should be included while creating tertiary structures to study mRNA 
interactions. In a perfect world, anyone would be able to access/sequence all the genomes in
person to find any possible sequencing errors.  Email for works cited and full data set.


